
Welcome to TAXEDU’s latest newsletter! 

The aim of the TAXEDU portal is to ensure that all European citizens – young
and old – are informed about the breadth of services and facilities made

possible through tax (education, healthcare etc.). 
We hope you will enjoy reading about our latest news and activities. 

Let's get started. 
 

LATEST PUBLICATIONS 
  

National activities

Tax education inspires creativity
in Spain 

The Spanish Tax agency’s role is
paramount in promoting tax

education. Young Spaniards are at
the centre of its strategy, thanks to a
special award ceremony that spurs

the imagination in the field of tax and
ethics.  

Read full article here

Celebrating two years of TAXEDU
in Romania 

Time flies! Romania takes stock of
TAXEDU activities implemented
since the project’s launch in the
country in 2018, and looks to the

future. 

Read full article here

Italy organises virtual events 

The Italian Revenue Agency
continues its tax education activities

even during the COVID-19
emergency period.  

Read full article here

EU activities

EU tax trends: highlights from the 2020 report 

The 2020 Taxation Trends in the European Union report is based on
harmonised and comparable taxation data from the national statistical

institutes, transmitted to and validated by Eurostat. It contains more than 80
tables of different taxation indicators! 

No doubt a treasure trove of information, the report can serve as a source of
information for TAXEDU teachers who are searching for interesting approaches

to teach taxes to students. 

. Find out more in our special coverage:  
Tax revenues remain high across EU  
Taxation structure varies across EU 

Portal Updates

We’re improving the TAXEDU portal. A few changes here and there to improve
your overall user experience! Our Cool Stuff page has been revamped (read
more about this below). There is also a new Newsletter button on the portal’s
News page which takes visitors straight to all past Newsletter issues.

Cool Stuff

The TAXEDU Cool Stuff page contains videos and games, targeting young
children and teenagers, that explain how taxes work and how they benefit
society as a whole. Teachers and other professionals can also find handy info
sheets, infographics and PowerPoint presentations. 
We are updating the Cool Stuff page with even more engaging content, such as
quizzes translated into all EU languages.

Coming soon 

In our efforts to expand our reach to schools, teachers and students from all
European countries, 2021 will be a year of firsts for TAXEDU! New initiatives range
from the creation of a YouTube channel in order to disseminate all TAXEDU videos.

There are also plans to roll out a lot more multilingual content on the portal. For
instance, important news articles will be available in all 21 EU languages. Keep an

eye on the TAXEDU portal for the latest updates. 
European Commission also supports national tax education promoters by providing

the guidelines on how to better engage the audience at national level, as well as
ready-to-use social media posts translated into national languages.

We’d love to hear from you!

The TAXEDU portal relies on input and contributions of National Tax Authorities
from across the EU, whose support brings us closer to achieving our objectives. 
The best practice example: The Italian Revenue Agency regularly shares
information on the portal about how they promote their national tax education
programme in spite of school closures (see here December 2020 news).
Sharing these strategies and experiences can encourage action and new
initiatives in other countries, and ultimately strengthen tax education across
Europe. We invite all members to share news and updates on national
initiatives 
We are always keen to receive new input for the portal and its training
catalogue. Regular new content will help drive engagement and serve as an
inspiration to all countries, facilitating discussions on what works, and what
doesn’t in different learning contexts. This is especially relevant in light of the
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, that has forced countries all around the world to
rapidly transfer traditional classroom lessons to an online format.

Thank you!

The TAXEDU portal would like to thank the National Tax Authorities from
countries all around the EU for their highly constructive contributions. Their
support brings us even closer to achieving our objectives: to promote the fiscal
education of young Europeans, reduce tax evasion and fraud across Europe
and provide European citizens with information on the services and facilities
that are made possible through tax. 

Visit the TAXEDU portal
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